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AINS Scores High Marks in New Gartner Critical Capabilities
Report

Gartner has recognized AINS in its
2015 Critical Capabilities for BPMPlatform-Based Case Management
Frameworks for its eCase platform
Version 9.0, 2014.

Upcoming Events

Homeland Security Week 2015
Sheraton Pentagon City
October 7-9

AIG Inspectors General Annual
Training Conference

AINS is one of 12 Case Management Framework (CMF)
providers evaluated in the new report. Gartner evaluated each
vendor against nine critical capabilities, and across four common
use cases.

Marriott Detroit Renaissance Center

See how AINS' eCase ranked. Read the full press release here
>>

Government 2015

October 21-23

Human Capital Management for

Hilton Alexandria Mark Center
December 1-3

DISA Approves AINS for Provisional Authorization
The Department of Defense (DoD) listed
AINS among its selection of cloud
service offerings granted a Department
of Defense Provisional Authorization
(DoD PA) to host DoD mission data up
to Impact Level 2 in a cloud
environment.
AINS has been listed as one of only 23 cloud service offerings
granted DoD Provisional Authorization. AINS was selected after
demonstrating compliance with the Federal Risk and
Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP) Moderate
baseline.
Read More >>

Upcoming FOIAXpress
Basic Training
October
Oct. 21-22, 2015

November
Nov. 18-19, 2015

See More...

AINS Product Spotlight

FOR INSPECTORS GENERAL
eCase Investigations automates, tracks, and reports on the
complete IG investigations process, improving efficiency, providing
real-time process transparency, and speeding report generation. In
addition to comprehensive investigative features, eCase
Investigations is built on the adaptive eCase Platform, allowing it to
be easily tailored to unique IG requirements via configuration, not
coding. Configuration over coding means faster implementation
time, lower change cost, and longer system life.

AINS Announces FOIAXpress v10 Release
This past August, AINS unveiled a
completely new user experience
available in its latest
product, FOIAXpress® v10. The
revamped solution was revealed to
FOIAXpress users at the
10th Annual FOIAXpress Users Group
Conference in Washington, DC.
Designed in partnership with our clients, including some of the
world's largest government agencies and global brands, the new
user experience combines a redesigned visual interface and
dozens of rich, intuitive features, while ensuring it meets stringent
government security requirements.
Read More >>

As always, keep up with the AINS happenings on our website at
www.ains.com or follow our social media outlets on LinkedIN or
Twitter (@AINS_FOIA and @eCasePlatform). We try to cover
what is important and of value to you, so please send your
comments and suggestions about this edition of Access USA to
info@ains.com so we can make this newsletter an enjoyable and
informative resource.
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